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How long survive zombie apocalypse quiz



At this point, it would be more surprising if a zombie apocalypse DID NOT occur. So you will have what it takes to make it out alive ??? What food will you survive with? How far will you escape? What would you do if a friend was bitten? You've watched enough zombie movies - time to put your know-how
to the test! By Rebekah Edwards October 24, 2017 Zombie Apocalypse presents many challenges - both for preparation and un preparations. As if dodging a hordes of aggressive and cannibal undead constantly pursuing the brain is not enough, you must also find food, seek shelter and brave elements
in an increasingly harsh world by the minute. Technology is no longer reliable, the creature comforts that we take for granted are no longer guaranteed, and our sense of security is completely compromised. But one of the biggest challenges that humans face in zombie apocalypse is how to survive
without our humanity remaining intact. Zombie Apocalypse forces us to make extreme decisions that examine the limits of human morality and morality. Watch the video below to hear Greg Garrett, author of Living with the Living Dead, discuss the moral complications of zombie apocalypse. Then take our
test to find out if you will survive the zombie apocalypse yourself. Credit Highlights: Skitterphoto's grave-grave-tree-spooky-night cemetery. CC0 via Pixabay. Greg Garrett is professor of English at Baylor University, where he teaches classes in fiction and scriptwriting, literature, film and popular culture,
and theology. Dr. Garrett is also a thetheist residing at the American Church in Paris and a licensed cymist in the Bishop's Church. Author or co-author of twenty fictional, nonfiction and memoir books, Dr Garrett (according to BBC Radio), one of America's leading voices on religion and culture, and a
regular speaker and media guest on narrative, religion, politics, literature and popular culture. He most recently authored Living with the Living Dead: The Wisdom of the Zombie Apocalypse. Rebekah Edwards is a commercial and advertising marketing traine at Oxford University Press. Our Privacy Policy
provides for how Oxford University Press processes your personal information and the right to object to your personal information being used for marketing to you or treated as part of our business. We will only use your personal information to register you for OUPblog articles. Or subscribe to posts in the
subject area via email or RSS Do you know how to survive a zombie apocalypse? Take our test to find out. This is the ultimate zombie survival test - prove you have what it takes. If a zombie actually appeared at your front door, what would it look like? What will it smell? How it will hunt How will its brain
work? Go to Home Originally Published: September 24, 2018 Do it right, do it yourself! Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the daily BuzzFeed newsletter! If zombie zombies broke out what the first thing you do? How do your friends describe you? What is your biggest fear? The best shelter during
zombie outbreaks is: What will you be in your team? Do you have experience with guns? What's your weapon going to be? You walk around the forest and see the 10-year-old child trapped in a tree and surrounded by zombies, what do you do? Your team is surrounded by hundreds of zombies, what do
you do? In a fight with a zombie that bites you in the arm but no one on your team sees it, what do you do? While you are in a raid with your team in a local store, you see the store surrounded by a large group of zombies that you are not sure you and your team can overcome. What do you do? Can you
survive with machetes and matchboxes for two weeks? The last and most annoying question, how long can you run? You were one of the first zombies... You were one of the first zombies... Are you sure you're not the scientist who started it all??? Well, otherwise, you are not the luckiest person in the
world, we apologize to you and hope that you will do better in the real zombie apocalypse, so good luck to ;) Well, you survived ... One Day... but do not cry now, you will have an hour 24 for that so I would recommend spending that day to say goodbye to your loved one and pray to the god ... Good luck ;)
Week of the week...... I have a week. Spend these days for good before you will turn into a bad zombie, but you know what they say Life is the best of the best but it is not for all of us to apologize man (women as well).... Hope you will survive... ;) Well, you survived ... A month... But don't cry now. You'll
have weeks for that, so I recommend spending these days saying goodbye to your loved one and partying all day long..  lucky  survived 6 months. It's better than nothing but you should be prepared for next time, if there is going to be next time, so you have been warned to pray and prepare
and in the meantime try to use survival time to find a cure and not eat their brains just give it a try you know...  Hey you, yes you, you one of the survivors nor for a long time, HAHAHA ... Remember that zombies are evil. Don't believe them, but if you've zombies don't eat me and don't call me
anymore.. But nice trying to survive  NOOOOOO You were very close ... Why??? oh maybe it's not too bad to be a zombie to tell me next time ok? Wou was really close and you make it more than most of us... Maybe next time  Congrats you survived the zombie apocalypse you were amazing
and brilliant.. And now you need to decide what to do and look for others to survive and recover man  or selfish and party like no tomorrow ... People good for you people know maybe you're healing but you need to die for someone else to make your choice  If you haven't received on
board the Dread Nation hype train yet, you really need to read that book and board it, stat. , Deathless Divide, available now! Not only is it a super super Alternative history looks at social and racial divisions, but it's also super-sedently and action-packed. Because the world begins again as the dead rise
from the battlefields of civil war. Seriously, Dread Nation is smart and brutal in all the best ways. But it's not alone! Ya zombified other- like Devils Searing Unto Dust-yes we really wonder ... Do we have what it takes to survive in a world in cooperation with zombies? Can we take on shamblers from Dread
Nation and Deathless Divide and live to tell the story? If you need some help before you dive into this, we have a handy little post all about shambler murder rituals right here. Learn, because this is life or death! How long will zombie Apocalypse Quiz last? About Dread Nation Jane McKeene was born two
days before the dead began walking on the battlefield. In this new America, safety for all depends on the work of a few, and laws like the Negro and Native Reeducation Act require some children attending combat schools to learn to put down the dead. But there are also opportunities, and Jane is learning
to become a Attendant, trained in both weapons and rituals to defend well to do. It's an opportunity for a better life for black girls like Jane. But that's not the life she wants. Having almost finished her studies at Miss Preston's Battle School in Baltimore, Jane is set to return to her Kentucky home and not
pay much attention to the politics of eastern cities, with their talk about bringing America back to the glory of the days before the dead rose. But as families around Baltimore County begin to disappear, Jane is caught in the middle of a desperate fight against some powerful enemies. And restless death, it
seems, is her least problem. When zombies take over the world, what happens to you? Take this test to find out! START The following Ten Questions will determine how long you are likely to survive the zombie apocalypse. Choose the answer that best describes you for the most accurate result!
Interesting This test is not based on any scientific research. It is designed for fun only so do not treat the result too :) Don't think about the answer for too long. If you think you answered incorrectly, you can always go back to any question and change your answer. Enjoy and share At the end of the test,
we will give you the results. You can share it with your friends :) Page 2The zombie apocalypse hits while you are still sleeping in bed. You wake up and have ten seconds to grab a thing before you make a crazy dash to your car to escape. What did you get? Retrieved?
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